LONI MiND Metadata DWI DTI HARDI Software interoperability Data sharing A wide range of computational methods have been developed for reconstructing white matter geometry from a set of diffusion-weighted images (DWIs), and many clinical studies rely on publicly-available implementations of these methods for analyzing DWI datasets. Unfortunately, the poor interoperability between DWI analysis tools often effectively restricts users to the algorithms provided by a single software suite, which may be suboptimal relative to those in other packages, or outdated given recent developments in the field. A major barrier to data portability and the interoperability between DWI analysis tools is the lack of a standard format for representing and communicating essential DWI-related metadata at various stages of post-processing. In this report, we address this issue by developing a framework for storing metadata in NIfTI for DWI (MiND). We utilize the standard NIfTI format extension mechanism to store essential DWI metadata in an extended header for multiple commonly-encountered DWI data structures. We demonstrate the utility of this approach by implementing a full suite of tools for DWI analysis workflows which communicate solely through the MiND mechanism. We also show that the MiND framework allows for simple, direct DWI data visualization, and we illustrate its effectiveness by constructing a group atlas for 330 subjects using solely MiND-centric tools for DWI processing. Our results indicate that the MiND framework provides a practical solution to the problem of interoperability between DWI analysis tools, and it effectively expands the analysis options available to end users.
Introduction
Recent advances in diffusion-weighted MRI processing have provided significant insights into central nervous system white matter architecture, its development and pathology. The general concept relies on the principle that white matter nerve fibers present anisotropic barriers to spin diffusion in vivo, and each DWI provides, at every voxel, a measure of diffusion restriction in the diffusionweighting direction (Basser et al., 1994a,b) . Post-processing of a set of directionally-weighted DWIs can produce estimates of a diffusion tensor in each voxel. Assuming each voxel contains a single fiber population, the principal eigenvector of this tensor aligns with the orientation of fibers in that voxel (Basser et al., 1994a,b; . More sophisticated DWI processing algorithms for highangular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) can produce complex diffusion orientation distribution functions (ODFs) which capture the likelihood of spin diffusion in any given direction on the unit sphere, S 2 (Frank, 2002; Tuch et al., 2002) . Still other HARDI approaches deconvolve the signal attenuation profile to recover the underlying spherical fiber orientation distribution (FOD) (Tournier et al., 2004; Sakaie and Lowe, 2007; Patel et al., 2009 ).
Since a substantial computational background is necessary to implement the underlying mathematical models and perform the diffusion tensor or HARDI reconstructions, many clinical investigators rely on publicly-available software tools to carry out analyses of white matter architecture (e.g. Stadlbauer et al., 2007; Haas et al., 2009; Weaver et al., 2009) . Unfortunately, interoperability between popular software packages for DWI analysis is rather lacking. Fig. 1 illustrates the current state of compatibility among six common analysis packages (Cook et al., 2006; Fillard et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2006; Pieper et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2009) . Despite the fact that all of these tools compute the same mathematical objects, they each employ custom data formats for the representation of these structures. It can thus be quite difficult for an investigator to, for example, compute diffusion tensors using one tool, and do postprocessing on the tensor field with another. This incompatibility leads to a state of "vendor lock-in," in which users of certain tools are forced to continue using those tools, or else invest significant effort in data migration. Ultimately, the inability to move easily between data analysis packages limits the scientific and biological questions that can be addressed. Investigators without the ability to implement their own computational tools may be forced to rely on a single software package for data analysis, and no single suite will contain state-of-theart algorithms for all possible DWI processing stages. For example, the MedINRIA package (Toussaint et al., 2007) implements an algorithm for diffusion tensor estimation using a log-Euclidean framework which, unlike most other methods, ensures positive semidefiniteness of the tensor . A user may wish to use this advanced method for tensor estimation, but also desire the benefits of the tensor-deflection (TEND) algorithm (Lazar et al., 2003) for fiber tracking relative to the streamline approach provided in MedINRIA. A TEND implementation is provided in Camino (Cook et al., 2006) , but unfortunately, due to the custom tensor data format used by MedINRIA, significant extra effort and tailored code is required to convert the log-Euclidean tensors into a Camino-supported format. Users who are unwilling or unable to decipher the formats and perform the translation will be forced to compromise between tensor estimation and fiber tracking algorithms.
There are two potential approaches to resolving the incompatibility of file formats among the various DWI processing tools. First, each tool might attempt to provide functions for import and export to each of the other tools. Indeed, a few of the packages listed in Fig. 1 provide several conversion utilities for data interchange with other popular suites. This is a reasonable approach in a climate containing only a few analysis packages, but it rapidly becomes untenable as greater numbers of investigators implement and distribute utilities for their own DWI processing algorithms. The second option encourages all software tools to utilize a common format or framework for data storage and interchange. The unique challenge with respect to this option for DWI is that the commonly-used file formats in neuroimaging (Analyze, NIfTI, and MINC) do not provide guidelines for storing the metadata descriptions that are necessary for the proper interpretation of many DWI-related data structures. Raw diffusionweighted datasets, diffusion tensors, ODFs, and other intermediate objects in DWI processing all require important metadata descriptors, and the lack of any widely-accepted standard for storing these has contributed to the proliferation of custom formats in DWI analysis tools. There has been a prior effort to encapsulate the metadata for at least raw DWIs and diffusion tensors in the NRRD files used by 3D Slicer (Pieper et al., 2004) , but adoption of this format by other tools has been minimal.
In this report, we address the need for a common method of DWIrelated metadata representation by introducing a framework for storing metadata in NIfTI for DWI (MiND). We rely on the standardized extension mechanism of the popular NIfTI file format (Cox et al., 2004) to include the metadata required for full interpretation of raw diffusion-weighted datasets, diffusion tensor reconstructions, and intravoxel spherical functions (such as ODFs, FODs, etc.) defined both at discrete locations on S 2 , and continuously over the spherical domain. We outline the NIfTI extension mechanism and construction of MiND extended headers for these various data structures below. We then demonstrate the suitability of this framework as a means for data sharing and interchange by developing a set of software tools, each of which relies only on metadata extracted from the MiND extended header to interpret the data and perform its stage of DWI processing. We also show that the DWI metadata in the MiND extended headers is sufficient for direct visualization by implementing an interactive, 3D viewing utility capable of rendering any NIfTI file constructed according to the MiND framework. Finally, we illustrate that the MiND framework provides a viable solution for typical neuroimaging tasks by demonstrating its use in constructing DWI group atlases from 330 individuals.
Materials and methods
The primary goal in developing the MiND framework was to facilitate and streamline the process of DWI data exchange both between research groups and between computational tools. To this end, we have developed four new NIfTI header extensions to describe the most common DWI-related data structures. We begin with a brief review of the NIfTI extension mechanism, and then we provide the details of the MiND extensions for representing diffusion MRI data. For brevity, we will often refer to a NIfTI file containing an extended header adhering to the MiND framework as a "MiND file," but we stress that all such files are indeed specially-constructed, valid NIfTI files.
NIfTI-1.1 standard header and extension mechanism
The NIfTI-1.1 format specification includes a provision for extending the standard header to include additional image metadata. NIfTI-1.1 defines both dual-file (.hdr + .img) and monolithic (.nii) formats; in this report, for clarity, we focus exclusively on the latter. As the .nii form is essentially a concatenation of the dual-file form (with minor changes), the methods and results we present here can be applied in a straightforward manner to either case. Fig. 2 provides a high-level overview of the organization of a monolithic NIfTI-1.1 file with a MiND header extension.
The standard NIfTI-1.1 header is 348 bytes long (numbered 0-347), and provides for the representation of important imageassociated metadata. A comprehensive review of all the standard header fields is beyond the scope of this document, but we highlight a select few which are essential to the construction and understanding of MiND extended NIfTI files. The dimensionality of the image volume is stored in an array of 8 short integers, from bytes 40 to 55. The first of these (i.e. dim [0] ) indicates the number of dimensions (up to 7) over which the dataset is defined. The remaining 7 short integers indicate the size of each dimension. The NIfTI specification reserves the first 4 of these (dim[1]-dim [4] ) for x, y, z, and time, respectively-vectorvalued datasets require a 5th dimension to store the vector length. NIfTI-1.1 also requires that bytes 68-69 contain a short integer representing the "intent code" of the data. A complementary field Fig. 1 . DWI software compatibility matrix. Compatibility was tested using the diffusion tensor capabilities of each software package. Each package was used as a "Producer" to estimate diffusion tensors for a test dataset. The data file produced by this operation was then loaded into each package as a "Consumer" in an attempt to visualize or further post-process the tensors. Colors indicate whether the Producer's output could be used by the Consumer directly (green, ✓), after conversion with a supplied utility (yellow, ○), or not at all without independently-generated conversion code (red, †).
beginning at byte 328 allows for an "intent name" as an array of up to 16 characters. Finally, a floating point value stored at byte 108 gives the byte offset in a monolithic .nii file at which the voxel data block begins; this field is ignored for dual format files.
The NIfTI-1.1 extension mechanism provides a systematic means for storing metadata in addition to that contained in the standard header, if necessary. Following the 348-byte standard header are 4 additional "extension" bytes which serve to indicate the presence of an extended header. A non-zero value in the first of these bytes (byte 348) signifies that an extended header follows; the remaining three bytes are currently unused. The extended header then begins at byte 352 and takes the form of a series of fields. Each field begins with two integers: the first (esize) indicates the total size, in bytes, of the field, and the second (ecode) is a coded value which indicates the format and contents of the remaining data in the field. NIfTI-1.1 requires that esize be a multiple of 16. Note also that the value of esize includes the 8 bytes required to store the esize and ecode integers themselves. This extension mechanism provides a unique advantage with regard to interoperability in that existing NIfTI-supporting tools which are not MiND-aware will, according to specification, ignore the information that they do not understand; i.e., the inclusion of MiND metadata should pose no adverse burden to existing software, but will benefit packages that recognize the MiND structures.
All MiND extended volumes are vector-valued structures arranged on a 3-dimensional voxel lattice; a NIfTI file containing such a data structure must take on specific values for the standard NIfTI header fields mentioned above. For example, as required by the NIfTI-1.1 specification, these vector-valued datasets are represented as 5-dimensional (dim[0] = 5). The length of the vector stored in each voxel resides in dim [5] ; this value is determined by the specific data structure being represented (see Sections: Raw diffusion-weighted data to Multi-MiND). Furthermore, as a vector-valued dataset, the intent code for all MiND files is 1007, the NIfTI code for vector representations. In addition, the intent name of the volume should be set to "MiND" for identification as a MiND extended file. For monolithic files, the offset field must account for the size of the extended MiND header, and the first extension byte must obviously be non-zero as MiND files, by definition, carry an extended header. Fig. 3 summarizes these important requirements for MiND-formatted volumes. MiND-aware software will recognize these values in the standard header to identify valid NIfTI files containing MiNDformatted data. For files passing this sanity check, the MiND extended header and voxel data block will then be parsed using one or more of the schemata presented in the following sections.
LONI MiND extended header codes for DWI
The MiND extensions to the NIfTI-1.1 header provide a standard specification for data sharing and interchange for diffusion-weighted MRI datasets at various stages of processing. These representations have been enabled by the assignment of several LONI MiND ecode values by the NIfTI Data Format Working Group. Each of these codes indicates how the subsequent data in the extended header field is to be interpreted. We briefly explain the meaning of each of these ecodes before describing how these coded header fields are assembled to provide metadata representations for common DWI data structures.
• NIFTI_ECODE_MIND_IDENT = 18: the contents of a MIND_IDENT field are character data which serve to identify the type of DWI data structure represented by the MiND extended header fields which follow.
• NIFTI_ECODE_B_VALUE = 20: a B_VALUE field contains a single floating point value representing a diffusion-weighting b-value in units of s/mm 2 .
• NIFTI_ECODE_SPHERICAL_DIRECTION =22: a SPHERICAL_DIR-ECTION field contains two floating point values which represent a direction in spherical coordinates. The azimuthal angle is specified first, in radians, followed by the zenith (polar or elevation) angle. In the mathematics convention, this ordering is denoted (θ, ϕ); in the physics convention, the notation is reversed, (ϕ, θ). A radial coordinate is omitted as this field specifies direction only, not position. The file begins with the standard NIfTI header (348 bytes + 4 extension bytes). The extended header containing MiND-formatted image metadata then follows. Finally, the voxel data is specified, beginning at the byte indicated in the vox_offset field and continuing until the end of the file (EOF). See text for further details. These five MiND ecode values provide fields which can be assembled to provide full metadata representations for four of the most common data structures encountered in diffusion MRI: raw diffusion-weighted datasets, diffusion tensor reconstructions, spherical reconstructions (ODFs, FODs) defined discretely, and spherical reconstructions defined continuously. The unique details of the MiND representation for each of these data structures are provided in the subsections which follow.
Raw diffusion-weighted data
A typical diffusion-weighted MR experiment for white matter architecture reconstruction involves the acquisition of multiple fullbrain DWIs, each measured with the diffusion-weighting gradient applied along a different direction and possibly also with a different b-factor, which is related to the magnitude of the diffusion wavevector, → q (Le Bihan et al., 2001; Tuch, 2004) . Knowledge of the gradient direction and b-value is essential for proper interpretation of each DWI, but most neuroimaging file formats do not specify a method for storing this data. Moreover, while the DICOM specification does recommend tags for the gradient direction and b-value (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine Standards Committee, 2002) , in practice, the location of this information in the DICOM header is dependent on the scanner manufacturer and model. Due to the unavailability of a standardized method for storing this metadata, current software tools either develop custom formats or require the user to provide a "gradient table" or "b matrix" maintained independently from the DWI dataset it describes.
The MiND specification provides a standardized manner for storing this important metadata in direct association with the DWIs themselves. A sample MiND header for a DWI dataset is depicted in Fig. 4 . We first set the length of the vector stored in each voxel, dim [ 5] , equal to the number of images acquired. In forming the MiND extended header, we begin with a MIND_IDENT field (ecode value 18) containing the string "RAWDWI" to indicate that a description of a raw DWI dataset follows. We then specify alternating B_VALUE Fig. 4 . MiND extended header for storing raw diffusion-weighted data. The MiND specification (top) begins with a "RAWDWI" identifier field and then continues with alternating fields describing the b-value and gradient direction for each DWI. A typical DWI experiment involves acquisition of multiple directionally-weighted volumes (bottom-left), each of which is described by a b-value and gradient direction (θ, ϕ) as illustrated in the q-space diagram at bottom-right.
(ecode 20) and SPHERICAL_DIRECTION (ecode 22) fields to indicate the b-value and gradient direction for each volume acquired during the experiment. Each pair of fields describes a single DWI volume, and they are provided in the same order as the vector elements in the voxel data block. Thus, the first B_VALUE/ SPHERICAL_DIRECTION pair in the MiND header describes the first vector element (DWI) at each voxel, and so on. This scheme consolidates all of the data from an entire DWI scanning session into a single NIfTI file. Note that this schema enables the representation of studies with multiple b-values, as required, for example, in diffusion spectrum imaging (Wedeen et al., 2005) .
Diffusion tensor reconstruction
From a set of six or more DWIs, each acquired with a different diffusion-weighting gradient direction, it is possible to estimate a 2nd order symmetric diffusion tensor at each voxel (Basser et al., 1994a,b; . Acquiring a greater number of DWIs enables the reconstruction of higher-order tensors (Liu et al., 2004; Ozarslan and Mareci, 2003) . The NIfTI specification provides an intent code for storing a 2nd order tensor D ij as a symmetric matrix in uppertriangular-packed form. Several existing software tools make use of this mechanism, although not all respect the tensor component ordering as specified in the NIfTI standard. NIfTI currently has no provision for representing higher-order tensor components which require more than two indices for unique identification, e.g. D ijkl .
The MiND representation for diffusion tensors has been designed to address these shortcomings. The length of the vector in each voxel is set to the number of diffusion tensor components specified-for a symmetric 2nd order tensor, dim[ 5] = 6; for a full 4th order tensor, dim[ 5] = 81, etc. Rather than attempt to dictate a tensor element packing and risk the possibility of certain implementations breaking the standard, the MiND representation for diffusion tensors requires applications to explicitly specify the tensor component ordering. The
MiND extended header begins with a MIND_IDENT field (ecode 18) containing the string "DTENSOR" to signal the upcoming tensor component fields. Each tensor component is then represented by a DT_COMPONENT field containing as many integer indices as necessary to specify a unique component, i.e. the number of indices is equal to the order of the tensor. The components are given in the same order as the vector elements at each voxel; the first DT_COMPONENT specifies the tensor element which is stored in the first vector position at each voxel, etc. The order of the tensor stored in such a file can be determined by reading all the DT_COMPONENT fields and finding the deepest index to take a non-zero value. If a full tensor is not specified (e.g. not all 81 elements are provided for what appears to be a 4th order tensor), then the missing elements are considered to be implied by symmetry, as this is a widely-employed assumption about the structure of diffusion tensors. Fig. 5 summarizes the MiND schema for diffusion tensor representation.
Discrete spherical functions
A great number of reconstruction schemes for HARDI result in the estimation of a spherical function. These include ODFs (Tuch, 2004) , FODs (Patel et al., 2009) , persistent angular structure (Jansons and Alexander, 2003) , and others which are often computed for discrete locations on a dense spherical mesh. To correctly represent such a reconstruction, it is important to store not only the value of the function at the mesh vertices, but also the locations of the mesh vertices themselves. None of the commonly-used neuroimaging file formats provide a mechanism for the representation of such data.
The MiND extensions add to the NIfTI format the ability to represent spherical mesh vertex positions alongside the values of functions at those locations. The length of the vector at each voxel is specified as the number of mesh vertices at which the spherical function of interest has been computed. The MiND extended header starts with a MIND_IDENT field (ecode 18) containing "DISCSPHFUNC" Fig. 5 . MiND extended header for storing diffusion tensor data. The MiND extended header summary shown (top) represents a 2nd order diffusion tensor (bottom). The "DTENSOR" identifier field is followed by DT_COMPONENT fields which specify the integer indices of each component. Higher-order tensors will require additional indices for representation. Note that storing additional indices will require the esize value at offset 368 to be increased.
to indicate that the remaining MiND fields represent the mesh vertices for a discretely-specified spherical function. The remaining MiND header fields are of the SPHERICAL_DIRECTION type, specifying the location of a vertex on the unit sphere, S 2 . These fields are listed in the same order that the vector elements are specified; thus, the first element in the vector at each voxel gives the value of the spherical function at the vertex located at the first SPHERICAL_DIRECTION. Fig. 6 summarizes the MiND extension for representing discretely-defined spherical functions.
Continuous spherical functions
HARDI reconstruction methods have also been developed for estimation of continuous, real-valued spherical functions (Alexander et al., 2002; Descoteaux et al., 2007; Frank, 2002; Hess et al., 2006; Tournier et al., 2004) . These rely on the frequency domain representation of the ODF or FOD, i.e. they estimate a finite number of spherical harmonic coefficients. The spherical harmonic basis functions (Y l m ) are uniquely identified by a degree (l) and order (m). In order to represent a continuous spherical function using the frequency domain, it is thus necessary to store not only the values of the spherical harmonic coefficients, but also the degree and order which identify the particular basis function corresponding to each coefficient. Such a representation is unavailable in standard neuroimaging formats.
The MiND extended header for continuous spherical functions provides for the storage of both the degree and order of a spherical harmonic basis function. The length of the vector at each voxel (dim [ 5] ) is the total number of spherical harmonic coefficients which have been calculated. The initial MIND_IDENT field (ecode 18) is assigned "REALSPHARMCOEFFS" to indicate that the data in the following MiND fields specify degree and order of the realvalued modified spherical harmonic basis commonly adopted in DWI post-processing (Descoteaux et al., 2007) :
The remaining extended header fields are of type SHC_DEGREEORDER, and specify the degree and order of a set of spherical harmonic bases. These are provided in the same order as the vector elements at each voxel such that the first element in the vector at each voxel is the coefficient of the first spherical harmonic basis in the list of SHC_DEGREEORDERs. Fig. 7 summarizes the MiND schema for the representation of continuous spherical data. 
Multi-MiND
In the previous sections, we have outlined the construction of MiND extended headers for several types of DWI-related data structures. In each case, the MiND header begins with a MIND_IDENT text field indicating which specific MiND schema follows. This organization makes it straightforward to store multiple representations in a single NIfTI file. The extended headers for such "multiMiND" files are comprised of multiple concatenated MiND headers as described in Sections: Raw diffusion-weighted data to Continuous spherical functions, with the only difference being that the length of the vector in each voxel, dim [ 5] , is set to the sum of the elements required by each of the individual MiND-described structures. For example, a multi-MiND file containing 7 raw diffusion-weighted images and the corresponding 2nd order symmetric diffusion tensor reconstruction would contain a "RAWDWI" extended header followed by 7 pairs of B_VALUE/SPHERICAL_DIRECTION fields, then a "DTENSOR" header followed by 6 DT_COMPONENT fields. The vector at each voxel would be of length 13, with the first 7 elements representing the diffusion-weighted measurements and the last 6 giving the independent components of the diffusion tensor. The multi-MiND scheme is useful primarily for storing multiple stages of DWI post-processing from a single scanning session; moreover, when used in this manner, it provides an inherent mechanism for maintaining data provenance (MacKenzie-Graham et al., 2008) .
Results
To verify and demonstrate the utility of the MiND framework for DWI, we set out to develop a set of software tools and utilities for interacting with these files. We then attempted to utilize these MiNDcentric software tools to develop a full DWI analysis suite, relying solely on the MiND schemata for data interchange between the individual processing components. In addition, we explored the potential for the MiND framework to simplify the visualization of DWI datasets at various stages of processing. Finally, we examined the capabilities of these MiND-aware tools in a high-throughput workflow in which we performed a group analysis of 330 individual DWI datasets.
User and developer tools
To facilitate integration of the MiND framework with new and existing tools for DWI analysis, and to aid users working with MiND files, we have developed software tools and input/output (I/O) libraries which can be downloaded from LONI MiND web site at rlhttp://mind.loni.ucla.edu. A MiNDHeader program is provided for inspection of MiND extended NIfTI files. Using the MiNDHeader tool, users can obtain details and summaries of the MiND metadata contained in any validly-constructed MiND file. We have also developed a MiND-aware NIfTI I/O library for the Java language, which we have utilized to implement our own MiND-centric DWI analysis suite (Diffusion Imaging Reconstruction And Analysis Collection). Use of this I/O library greatly simplifies the process of reading and writing valid MiND-formatted data. We further provide a DWIDataPacker tool which simplifies the process of converting raw DWI datasets into the MiND format for subsequent processing with MiND-aware tools. The LONI MiND web site also contains supporting documentation and implementation details for the various ecodes and schemata presented in this report.
Diffusion Imaging Reconstruction and Analysis Collection
We have developed a suite of DWI processing tools built upon the MiND framework. The Diffusion Imaging Reconstruction and Analysis Collection (DIRAC) contains programs for diffusion tensor calculation and processing, as well as HARDI analysis tools including several for ODF estimation and FOD reconstruction. All of the tools within the suite rely on MiND extended NIfTI files to provide metadata crucial to proper interpretation and processing of diffusion-weighted datasets, and any software package recognizing the MiND framework can seamlessly interoperate and exchange data with the DIRAC suite. The DWITensorCalculator tool, for example, determines the b-values and gradient directions for a raw diffusion-weighted dataset using the MiND header as described in Section: Raw diffusion-weighted data. After computing the tensor components, it writes the result to a NIfTI file using the MiND diffusion tensor schema. The DWITensorStatistician tool (or any other MiND-aware software) can then read this file, determine the component ordering correctly using the MiND header, and then compute various diffusion tensor metrics like fractional anisotropy, volume fraction, or mean diffusivity.
The DIRAC software is available as modules within the LONI Pipeline environment (Dinov et al., 2009; Rex et al., 2003) . The Pipeline (available at http://pipeline.loni.ucla.edu) provides a simple, user-friendly front end for parallelized neuroimage processing. In the Pipeline, computational tasks are represented graphically as "modules" which are connected to form "workflows." Pipeline workflows are executed on a compute cluster comprised of more than 800 2.4 GHz CPUs. The MiND framework enables the DIRAC modules to be assembled into simple workflows suitable for batch processing of large numbers of subjects. Fig. 8 presents a sample Pipeline workflow which implements the example given in the preceding paragraph. We note the paucity of input parameters (depicted as small filled circles) which need to be user-specified for each module-the MiND extended header eliminates the need for accessory metadata-containing input files by providing full descriptions of DWI-related data structures.
Diffusion Imaging Visualization Application
We further assessed the ability of the LONI MiND extensions to simplify DWI-related data interchange by implementing a 3D viewer for MiND extended NIfTI files. DWI data processing requires complex mathematical operations and often the simplest method of verifying accuracy of reconstruction is through visualization. The custom file formats currently implemented by many diffusion MRI software packages make it difficult for users to evaluate their data outside of those tools. Moreover, it forces all tool developers to maintain their own viewer implementations. Producing output in the standard MiND format has the potential both to improve software interoperability and simplify development.
Our Diffusion Imaging Visualization Application (DIVA) requires only a MiND extended NIfTI file as data input. Using the MiND header, DIVA is able to determine the type of input that has been provided, e.g. a diffusion tensor field, or a discrete or continuous representation of spherical functions. Based on this assessment, DIVA selects and constructs an appropriate 3D glyph geometry (ellipsoid, ODF, etc.) and builds an interactive scene on-the-fly, relying solely on the MiNDformatted data itself. For more precise control of the rendering, the user may specify several optional viewing parameters or alternate glyphs, but the data itself is fully described by the MiND header. Fig. 9 shows several sample DIVA visualizations. As DIVA requires only a MiND extended NIfTI file, output from any software package which adheres to the MiND specification can be visualized in this manner. This fact underscores the potential of a standardized file format for DWI processing to simplify data exchange and analysis.
Atlas construction
To further examine the practical utility of the MiND framework, we generated a "study-specific atlas" for a group of 330 DWI datasets, performing all DWI-related operations exclusively with MiND-aware software tools. Data between multiple stages in the atlas creation Fig. 8 . A sample LONI Pipeline workflow utilizing the DIRAC modules for DWI processing. The DIRAC tools rely on the MiND metadata in the input files to interpret the data structure contained therein. In this workflow, a MiND-formatted raw diffusionweighted dataset is provided as input to a module which computes the 2nd order diffusion tensor and stores it in another MiND extended file. This second file is then interpreted by a DWITensorStatistician module to compute the fractional anisotropy at each voxel. The only required user-specified parameters are the input files (small blue dots with lines running into them) and the desired tensor metric-in this case, fractional anisotropy (the floating input dot for DWITensorStatistician).
protocol was described solely by the MiND extended header to verify the framework's practicality for typical neuroimaging tasks.
The datasets were acquired at the Centre for Magnetic Resonance (University of Queensland, Brisbane) using a 4 T Bruker Medspec scanner (Bruker Medical, Ettingen) with a transverse electromagnetic headcoil. Diffusion-weighted scans utilized a single-shot echo planar technique with a twice-refocused spin echo sequence to minimize eddy-current induced distortions. A total of 105 scans were acquired per subject-94 diffusion-sensitized gradient directions plus 11 baseline images with no diffusion-sensitization. Imaging parameters were: b-value = 1159 s/ mm 2 , TE/TR =92.3/8259 ms, and FOV =230 mm × 230 mm, 55× 2 mm contiguous slices. The reconstruction matrix was 128 ×128, yielding 1.8 mm × 1.8 mm in-plane resolution. Total acquisition time was 14.5 min.
The unweighted (b 0 ) scans were averaged for each subject and registered to a mean deformation template (MDT) calculated following fluid alignment (Christensen et al., 1996) of each of the 330 volumes to a single randomly-chosen subject. Registration to the MDT was performed in affine (9-parameter) mode using FSL's flirt tool (Jenkinson et al., 2002) . Each subject's b 0 registration transform was also applied to the 94 diffusion-weighted images, and the DWI gradient directions and diffusion-weighting b-values were adjusted accordingly. These registered raw DWIs were then stored as MiNDformatted raw DWI datasets.
DIRAC tools were then used to compute the 2nd order diffusion tensor and a 6th degree spherical harmonic ODF reconstruction from each dataset. Additional DIRAC modules computed the fractional anisotropy (FA) and volume fraction (VF) from the diffusion tensor data file , and the generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA) (Tuch, 2004) from the MiND file containing the spherical harmonic representation of the ODFs. The mean and standard deviation for these standard scalar-valued maps were computed across subjects using conventional images processing tools; in this case, we used FSL's fslmaths utility . Finally, we averaged the spherical harmonic coefficients in each voxel across all subjects to obtain a mean ODF volume. Alternative methods may also be used for averaging ODF fields, using the centroid with respect to metrics on the ODF manifold, such as the Fisher-Rao metric, or other information-theoretic distances on probability distributions (Chiang et al., 2007 (Chiang et al., , 2008 Goh et al., 2009 ). The complete processing Pipeline workflow is depicted in Fig. 10 .
Atlas results are shown in Fig. 11 . All three mean scalar anisotropy maps-FA, VF, and GFA-highlight known conserved white matter regions. In addition, we observe that the standard deviation maps Fig. 10 . Study-specific atlas creation for 330 subjects using MiND-aware tools. All connections labeled "MiND" rely on the framework presented in this paper for data description. The registered raw diffusion-weighted datasets are stored in the MiND format by DWIDataPacker. DIRAC modules DWITensorCalculator and DWISpharmCalculator compute diffusion tensor and ODF reconstructions respectively. Their outputs (in MiND format) are sent to DWITensorStatistician modules for FA and VF calculation, or to a DWIODFStatistician module for GFA calculation. The mean and standard deviation are then computed across the group for these scalar maps. The 330 spherical harmonic coefficient volumes are also averaged to generate a population mean ODF map. Fig. 9 . Sample DIVA visualizations generated directly from MiND-formatted data. DIVA relies exclusively on information in the MiND extended header to determine and render appropriate 3D geometry for visualizing DWI datasets. Left: perspective view of an axial slice of diffusion tensors, rendered as diffusion ellipsoids overlaid on a fractional anisotropy map. Right: close-up views of two different glyphs-a diffusion ellipsoid (top) and an ODF (bottom).
emphasize the edges of these white matter areas indicating the variability in the borders of these fiber pathways. Furthermore, we note that the mean ODF map contains accurately oriented and shaped ODFs in the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum, fornix, cingulum bundles, and internal and external capsules. These accurate reproductions of known anatomy confirm that the MiND framework provides sufficient metadata descriptors for appropriate interpretation and processing of diffusion-weighted images. Furthermore, as the process of atlas creation involves many of the computational steps required for group and population studies of white matter development and pathology, the results and workflow we present here can be directly extended to studies of this nature.
Discussion
We have presented a flexible method for storage of essential DWIrelated metadata in the NIfTI header. The LONI MiND extensions to the NIfTI header provide for fully self-contained representations of raw diffusion-weighted datasets, diffusion tensor reconstructions, and intravoxel spherical functions defined both on a discrete mesh, and continuously via the frequency domain. To ease its incorporation into existing software packages and promote software interoperability, the MiND framework adopts the standard NIfTI-1.1 header extension mechanism to store the metadata required for appropriate interpretation of these data structures. We have shown, by implementing a suite of DWI processing tools, that the MiND headers provide a complete representation of necessary DWI metadata at multiple stages in typical post-processing protocols. In addition, we have demonstrated the potential for the MiND extended header data to provide a common DWI data format from which direct visualization is possible in a straightforward manner. We have also successfully constructed atlases from a large number of datasets, using exclusively MiND-centric tools for the DWI analysis.
DWI processing is a broad field of very active research, and we recognize that the data structures we have presented here may not meet the specific needs of investigators developing novel processing paradigms or conducting low-level mathematical analyses. The four schemata we have outlined in this report have been designed to satisfy the requirements of the vast majority of clinical investigators and end users of software packages like those mentioned in the Introduction. By codifying formats for these common data structures, the MiND framework leverages the modular, sequential nature of most DWI post-processing protocols to allow users to optimize each stage of their analysis. The MiND extensions are flexible, however, and can be easily expanded with additional ecode and MIND_IDENT values. As novel processing algorithms and DWI- Fig. 11 . Study-specific atlas for 330 subjects calculated and visualized using MiND-aware tools. Top: group mean (above) and standard deviation (below) maps of fractional anisotropy (left), volume fraction (center), and generalized fractional anisotropy (right). Bottom: DIVA visualization of the group mean ODF field, overlaid on the FA map. related data structures become more widely-used, the MiND framework can grow to support them. While these initial representations have been developed largely through discussions with our collaborators, for future enhancements, we welcome and encourage contributions from the global community of investigators and software developers. The open discussion system at http:// mind.loni.ucla.edu will serve as a hub for MiND-related suggestions and development.
Notably absent from the data structures we have schematized is any means for representing tractography results. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, the structure of tractography data is highly dependent on the particular algorithm used to produce them. The data structure required to store results from streamline tractography, for example, is very different from that required to represent results obtained by probabilistic methods; therefore, generalized representation of tractography results would likely require the definition of several different schemata. More significantly, the NIfTI format is inherently designed to store data which resides on a voxel grid (although certain intent codes can force other interpretations). Tractography results require complex geometric specification which cannot be accurately discretized onto the voxel lattice structure common in neuroimaging. For these reasons, we relegate the problem of tractography representation to a file format more suitable for storage of lines, network graphs, and probabilistic clouds or surfaces with some associated measures of anisotropy or connectivity. A promising option appears to be the GIfTI standard which is often used for the specification of 3D models of cortical surfaces.
We also note that MiND-formatted data files can often become rather large (multiple gigabytes). The largest sizes are typically observed for dense discrete spherical mesh reconstructions on highspatial-resolution data or with multi-MiND files. The total amount of data, of course, is not significantly affected by adopting the MiND framework; rather it is a property of the data itself and the analysis parameters specified by the user. We note though, that large file sizes can be a concern when attempting to read an entire MiND extended NIfTI file into memory. Current commodity workstations contain more than enough memory to obviate this problem; however, older machines may have difficulty handling such large files. A practical solution for those who experience this difficulty involves creating I/O functions that allow for random file access and, at the expense of speed, load only the part of the file which is currently being requested.
We hope that adoption of the MiND format for DWI metadata will diminish the software interoperability barriers which currently restrict the field. Future work in this direction will be aimed at developing I/O libraries in additional programming languages to encourage adoption. We also plan to expand the MiND schemata to maintain pace with new developments in DWI post-processing, and we intend to further explore possibilities for more complex representations including non-linear spatial transformations and tractography structures.
